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Berlin, den 9. Deeeniber 1879. 

On the secular effects of tidal friction. 
By G. H. Dnvzui;rl. F. R. S .  

About fifteen years ago Delaunay suggested the 
friction of the tides, as the cause of that part of the 
secular acceleration of the moon's motion, which Adams 
had discovered to remain inexplicable by the secular 
variability of the eccentricity of the earths orbit. Since 
that time tidal friction has been generally recognized 
as a cause of variability in the elements of the lunar 
orbit, and in the speed of the earth's diurnal rotation, 
but I believe that no one has sought to trace all the 
effects of that cause. 

In a series of four memoirs") presented to the 
Royal Society of London, I have endeavoured to inves- 
tigate the various changes produced in the configura- 
tion of a planet and satellite, under the influence of 
tidal friction. 

In the first memoir the theory of the deformation 
of a viscous or imperfectly elastic spheroid under the 
attraction of external bodies (or satellites) was investi- 
gated. The solution was founded on the investigation 
by Sir William Thomson of the bodily tides of an elas- 
tic sphere - a problem which has also occupied the 
attention of M. Lam& The results gave decided indi- 
cations of the large efiective rigidity of the earth's mass 
a t  the present time, and confirmed the similar conclu- 

") Of these papers, three will appear in the Philosophical 

I .  *Oil the Bodily Tides of Viscous and Semi-elastic Spheroids, 
and on the Ocean Tides upon a Yielding Nucleus.iL 

2. uOn the Precession of a Viscous Spheroid, and on the Remote 
History of the Earth.. 

j. nOn Problems connected with the Tides of a Viscous Spheroid.< 
The fourth paper was read before the Society on Dec. 18th. 1879 
and isintitled =On the Secular Changes in the Elements of the Orbit 
of a Satellite revolving about a tidally distorbed planet.'< 

There is also another short paper called: .The Determination of 
thd Secular Effects of Tidal Friction by a Graphical Method..( afroc. 
Roy. S O C . , ~  Nr. 197, 1879. 

Transactions for 1879, under the titles: 

sion of Sir William Thomson, based on the theory of 
the elasticity of the earth. 

From this point one was naturally led to consider 
the perturbed rotation of such a spheroid, and the re. 
action on the perturbing bodies. 

As a branch of pure dynamics the problem has 
much interest, but it has a special value, in as much 
as we are thus led almost irrestibly to very extended 
speculations concerning the history and origin of the 
planets aud satellites of the solar system. 

It would occxpy too much space to attempt to 
explain the dynamical theory, and I shall therefore here 
confine myself to giving a sketch of the application of 
the theory to the history of the moon and earth. 

I may premise that although the hypothesis in 
general adopted in these papers is that of a bodily 
tide in the earth's mass, yet nearly all the results would 
follow equally from the hypothesis of obeanic tides upon 
a rigid nucleus. 

At the present time the moon revolves round the 
earth in 27.3 days. The orbit has an eccentricity of 
i l s ,  and is inclined at  an angle of 5"9' to a certain 
plane, which is said to be ,proper to the orbit.< This 
proper plane is inclined to the ecliptic a t  an angle 
of about 8",*) and intersects the ecliptic in the equi- 
noctial line; it lies on the same side of the eccliptic 
as the earths equator. 

11: this statement the >periodic inequalities < of the 
moon's motion are neglected. 

In these papers it is proved that frictional tides 
in the earth are causing, and must have caused, chan- 
ges in the configuration of the system, 'The changes 
in the past may be summarised as follows: 
______ 

a )  The calculation was made for the case of a homogeneous 
earth, so that 8" was replaced by 13". 
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I .  The lunar period must have been shorter in 
the past, and may be traced back from the present 
27.3 days, until initially the moon revolved round the 
earth in from z to 4 hours. 

2. The inclination of the orbit to the proper 
plane must have been larger in the past, and may be 
traced back from the present 509' until it was 6" or 7". 
This 60 or 7 0  was a maximum inclination, and in the 
more remote past the inclination was less, and initially 
was very small, or zero. 

3. The inclination of the proper plane to the 
ecliptic must have been greater in the past, and may 
be traced back from the present 8", until it was in 
very early times about I I "45'. It is possible that ini- 
tially this inclination was less, and that the I 1"4j' of 
inclination was a maximum value. 

4. The eccentricity of the orbit must have been 
smaller in the past. Either at one time it had a mini- 
mum value, before which it had a maximum value, and 
again earlier it was very small, or zero or else the maxi- 
mum value never occurred, and the eccentricity has al- 
ways been increasing. The history of the eccentricity 
depends on the nature of the tides in the earth, but the 
former of these alternatives seems the more probable. 

We will now consider the earth. 
A t  the present time the earth rotates in 24 hours, 

its equator is inclined at an angle ,of g"*) to  a plane, 
which I call >the proper plane of the earth.a This pro- 
per plane is inclined at  an angle of 23028'to the eclip- 
tic, and its intersection with the ecliptic is the equinoc- 
tial line. 

( In  the ordinary mode of statement the proper 
plane is called the mean equator, and the true equator 
is described as nutating about the mean equator with 
a period ef 19 years, and an amplitude of g".) 

In these papers it is proved that the frictional 
tides in the earth have caused changes, which may be 
summarised as follows : 

5 .  The earth's period of rotation, or the day, 
must have been shorter in the past, and it may be 
traced back from the present value of 24 hours, until 
initially it was from 2 to  4 hours in length. It was 
then identical with the moon's period of revolution a2 
described in (I) .  

I 

*) The calculation was made for the case of a homogeneous 
arth, SO that 9'' was replaced by rz". 

6. The inclination of the equator to ))the earth's 
)roper plane,< must have been larger in the past, and 
nay be traced back from the present value of 9". 
Inti1 it was about zo45'. This 2"45' was a maximum 
nclination, and in the more remote past the inclination 
vas less, and initially it was very small, or zero, 

7. The inclination of athe earth's proper plane< 
.o the ecliptic must have been smaller in the past 
ind may be traced back from its present value of 
23"28', until initially it was 11"45', or perhaps some- 
@hat less. It was then identical with the proper plane 

the lunar orbit; and this is true whether or not, 
11045' was a maximum inclination of the lunar proper 
plane to the ecliptic, as described in (I), 

The preceding statements may be subject to  
varieties of detail, according to the nature of the 
:ides raised in the earth, but the above is a summary 
Df what appears to be the most probable course of 
wolution. 

The  hypothesis which is suggested as most probable 
is, that the more recent changes in the system have 
been principally due to oceanic tidal friction, and that 
the more ancient changes were produced by bodily 
tidal friction. 

These seven statements, when taken together, 
exhibit the earth and moon initially nearly in contact; 
the moon always opposite the sape  face of the earth, 
or moving very slowly relatively to the earth's surface ; 
the whole system rotating in from 2 to 4 hours, about 
an axis inclined to the normal to  the ecliptic at an 
angle of 11"45', or somewhat less; and the moon 
moving in a circular orbit, the plane of which is nearly 
coincident with the earth's equator. 

This initial configuration suggests that the moon 
was produced by the rupture, in consequence of rapid 
rotation or other causes, of a primeval planet, whose 
mass was made up of the present earth and moon. 
It is a remarkable coincidence, that the shortest 
period of revolution of a fluid mass of the 
same mean density as the earth, which is consistent 
with an ellipsoidal form of equilibrium, is 2 hours 24 
minutes; and that if the moon where to  revolve about 
the earth with this periodic time, the surfaces of the 
two bodies would be almost in contact with one 
another. 

There is some uncertainty as to  the exact period 
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of the rotation of the two bodies in the initial configu- 
ration, but it may be asserted that the period is less 
than 5 $  hours, by an amount which is uncertain but 
probably considerable. I give the period of from 2 to 
4 hours, because ,it is mechanically impossible for the 
moon to revolve round the earth in less than z hours, 
and the conditions and mode of rupture of the prime- 
val planet are of course unknown. 

This theory is founded upon a v e r a  c a u s a ,  viz : 
tidal friction, but it requires that there should not be 
enough matter scattered through space to  materially 
resist the motions of the moon and earth. It also de- 
mands a sufficient lapse of time. I have however pro- 
ved that the minimum time, required for the transfor- 
mation of the system from its primitive state down to 
the present state, is 54 million years. The actual time 
elapsed would of course be probably very much longer 
than this. 

On revewing the systems of the other planets 
many circumstances favorable to the theory are fouud, 
and none which appear at present qnite unfavorable. 
Rut the dynamical theory of a planet attended by se- 
veral satellites has not yet been investigated. 

The theory gives an interesting explanation of the 

rapid movement of the inner Satellite of Mars, and also 
of the' inclinations of the orbits of Jupiter's Satellites 
to  their proper planes. 

The celebrated nebular hypothesis of Laplace and 
Kant supposes that a revolving nebula detached a ring, 
which ultimately became consolidated into a planet or 
satellite, and that the central portion of the nebula con- 
tinued to  contract and formed the nucleus of the sun 
or planet. The theory now proposed is a considerable 
modification of this view, for it supposes that the 
rupture of the central body did not take place until 
it was partially consolidated, and had attained nearly 
its present dimensions. 

It remains however to be seen how far the 
theory of frictional tides can explain the systems of 
planets attended by several Satellites, and the Solar 
System itself. 

At  present it appears to me that a theory which 
brings into quantitative correlation the periods of rotation 
and revolution of the earth and moon, the obliquity of the 
ecliptic, the inclination to te ecliptic and eccentricity 
of the lunar orbit must have considerable claims to 
acceptance. 

G. H. Uarwi7E. 
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Markree 1879, December 15. W. Doberck. 


